
Motion Grapher/Designer (m/f/d) - no German required

Join our design team!
Become a part of our design team who’s ambition is to challenge the current notion of drinking. The international
in-house team consists of a group of minimalists who value simple products, precise layouts and have a love for
typography and animation. Almost all of the creative processes are happening in-house, from product
development up to the visual representation across all media and platforms.

As a motion grapher/designer at waterdrop®

As a part of our team you are working on all animated media assets shaping the overall visual
representation of the brand across platforms.
You will support the team by animating and editing video clips and marketing ads as well as visualizing
our product range.
You will help to finalize animations by adding the perfect musical background and sound.
You will take part in creating marketing ads on a very high standard to attract new customers and retain
existing ones.
You will be in regular contact with our marketing department to track the success of your visualizations.

Your key qualifications:

Graduation from a reputable design school or equivalent work experience.
A portfolio featuring your designs.
A love for clean and minimalistic design.
Being very reliable, precise and sharing our love for detail, animations & typography.
Relevant experience with After effects and other common motion design programs.
You easily find the right balance between a high level of creativity and love for detail and a pragmatic and
responsible working style.



High level of creativity and a responsible working attitude.

What we offer you:

An ambitious and international team, for whom fun at work is very important
Individual development opportunities in one of the fastest growing e-commerce companies in Europe
€1000,- gross annual training budget, to develop in your field
MyClubs sports vouchers, to have a sporty balance 
Monthly sports events (Freaky Fridays), to be active with your team members 
Lunch allowance of €5,- per working day, for a break with your colleagues
50% discount on your waterdrop purchases and many free merchandising items
Legendary summer and Christmas parties!

Wanna drop in? Just send your application documents in English or German through the application button.

Motion Grapher/Designer (m/f/d) - no German required

Additional information

Location Vienna

Position type Full-time employee

Start of work As of now

Responsible
Marie Schneider
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